Vision Smart Editor
As part of a comprehensive suite of applications developed specifically for Vision,
the Smart Editor provides a Windows-based development environment for this
object-oriented technology. With valuable tools and timesaving features, this
application makes it easier to master the intricacies of Vision.
Overview
This application was designed to provide the Vision user community with a tool to
generate and save Vision code efficiently and effectively; while having the capability to
visually analyze data structures in their database environment.
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Editor Window
This is the main working area of the
Editor. When you open a file, its
contents will be displayed in this
window. For a new file, this window is
used to enter new code. To execute
vision code, the user selects “F2” or
the “Run” smart icon. The output will
display in the output window below.

Object Browser
The Object Browser contains four tabs:
1.

2.
3.

4.

Network Tab – visual
representation of the parent child
relationship of all classes (i.e.
objects) derived from Vision’s
Object class
Core Objects Tab – shows a list of
main object classes contained in
your database (list is configurable)
Messages Tab – visually shows all
the properties and methods
available for an object doubleclicked from the above two tabs
Server Files Tab – gives users
access to their files on Unix

Output Window

Output Window
Displays the results from a Vision query

* Note: users can run multiple sessions with Vision in the editor window, allowing for Vision queries to run in the background.

Vision Smart Editor

Configuration Utility

Utilities
Incorporated into the application are a number of utilities
that make routine tasks like defining methods, deriving
classes and navigating data structures quick and easy
The Smart Editor can be customized
to each user’s preference
Connection Utility

Create and reuse multiple Vision
connection profiles
Database Navigation Utility

Find out where and how data
is stored in your company’s
implementation of Vision
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